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L Fill up the blanks: (lOXI-IO)

1. Every sequence which is monotonic and bounded is
dy X

2. The general solution of equation — is
dx y

3. The particular integral of—■— cos2x is-^  ® (Z)'+2Z)'+1)
4. The solution of p-q = 1 is-

b) Match the following

A  B

5. One dimensional wave equation (ax + b)' + A(ax + b)^ + By = f{x)
dx^ dx

d^u d'u
6. One dimensional heat equation + —r = 0

ox" dy"

du 2
7. Laplace equation ~ ^ "TT

dt ox

d u 2 ^ "
8. Legendre's equation —r = ^ TT

dt ox

c) Write True or False for the following

9.The general solution of series (D^-5D+6)y = 0 is 3^Ae^+Be^*
10. z = px+qy+p^+q^ is the solution of the partial differential equation z=ax+by-«-a^+b

- i ♦



(10X3«30)
n Write short answers on anyjen ^

1 .Explain Rabee's lest in the context of convergence of series

2. Solve ydx-xdy = ay^x

3. Solve (DM)y= sin2x

4. Solvejc—+ =
ax

5. Derive a partial differential equation z^a'x + b'y^ab by eliminating arbitrary

Constants

6. Solve px+qy= 3z

7. Solve p^+q^=x+y

8. Test the convergence of the series 1.2.3 2.3.4 3.4.5

a  Y

9. Test the convergence of Y —j=—7==
n:s| Vi + ■vn +1

10. Using the method of separation of variables solve — = 2—+"

11. Find steady state temperature distribution in a rod of length 30 cm, if the ends of the rod
are Kept at 20''C and 80^C

12. Write any two assumptionsJruleriving one dimensional wave equation
III Write short essays on any six (6 X 5=30)

d^y1. Solve by method of variation of parameters-^+9^ = sec 3x



dy

2. Solve the equation py =xp +a where p- ̂

etc' a*'^
3.Solve^-3^ + 4^ = e

4. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating arbitrary constants xV+C--)
5-So've$-4|.4y = e"

6 Show {hat (2xy.y-tany)dx V-xtan VsecV2)dy = 0 is exact and solve tt
1  ' ' +

,  .
7. Test the absolute convergence of the series

a ^2

8. Discuss the convergence of

jV .Write essay on any one (lOXl-10)

1. Derive one dimensional heat equation and solve it
7n-:c> —+ 9y = —2. Solve (1-x ) -^-7(1 x)^ y
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